Air Force
English
Sample Question 1
1. Change the voice
a. I eat rice____
b. He killed a bird ___
c. They were flying kites____
d. I had written a letter____
e. He will help me____
2. Translate into English:
1. রাজনৈতিক অতিতিশীলিা তক আমাদের দেদশর উন্নয়দৈর পদে অন্তরায়?
2. সম্পদের যোযে ব্যব্হার ৈা হওয়াই তক আমাদের েতরদ্রিার কারৈ?
3. পযাপ্ত
য দব্িৈ কাঠাদমাই তক ঘুষ ও েুৈীতির ব্দের সহায়ক?
4. প্রশাসদৈর েুব্লিাই
য
তক তশক্ষাদক্ষদে উন্নয়দৈর ব্াধার কারৈ?
5. কদঠার আইৈ প্রৈয়দৈর মাধযদম মােকদ্রদব্র পাছার ও দসব্ৈ দরাধ সম্ভব্?

3.

Idiomn And Phrases:
a. All and sundry__
b. At random__
c. A variance with__
d. At large__
e. At stake
4. Change the speeches:
a. Imran said, “will do you do my home work.”
b. Ruman said to sabbir, “You are wrong.”
c. He said to me, “Don’t do this.”
d. He said to me, “Where do you live.”
e. Kamal said, “Let him say what ever he likes”
5. Use the right forms Of the verbs:
a. He (come) home yesterday.
b. What you (want)?
c. He (sing) a song now.
d. I (see) him recently.
e. He (leave) home last night.
6. Corrections
a. Jahangir is my cousin brother.
b. There is no place in my class.
c. Bread and butter are necessary.

d. Myself went there.
e. Shipu is my lovely friend.
7. Distinguish between words by making sentences:
a. Tear
Tear
b. Accetance
Accetation
c. Adept
Adopt
d. Altar
Alter
e. Antic
Abtique

8. Fill in tha gaps with appropriate preposition:
a. He is at home__ English
b. __ the two, kabir is better.
c. There is no noise __ the boys in the class.
d. The sky is __ our head.
e. We are ready to die __ our country.
9. Find the synonyms:
a. ABATE
1. Diminish
2. Increase
3. Decrease
4. Less
b. ABORT
1. Quit
2. Abandon
3. Vile
4. Liken
c. ACUTE
1. Sharp
2. Fine
3. Bugged
4. Nimnle
d. EVEN
1. Odd
2. Equal
3. Fair
4. Just
e. FINAL
1. Ultimate
2. Last
3. Initial
4. Terminal
10. Change the tense Of verbs
Present
past
Smell
Stick
Fall
Bite
Deal
11. Correct the following sentences:
a. There is a wide hall
b. The patient is out of his danger

Past participle

c.
d.
e.
12.

I am sick of fever
I’m suffering from a strong headache
She doesn’t belive God.
Paragraph: A Street Accident:
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Sample Question 2
1. Righr forms of verbs:
a. You had better (to go) home
b. Would that I (go) to college.
c. He ran away having (take) the money
d. He never thought of (go) to cinema
e. It is high time he (change) his habit.
2. Voice change:
a. Who is calling you?
b. I may help you
c. Shut the door
d. Let the work done by me
e. He killed himself
3. Change Narration:
a. Mithu said, “ I musat write a letter.”
b. Father said to his son, “You must obey your teacher”
c. Nadia said to Rana, “Will you go to school”?
d. Sumon said to his sister, “I like to read novels”
e. He said to me, “Let us go out for a walk”
4. Write down the neaning of same sounding words:
a. Amend
Emend
b. Assay
Essay
c. Costume
Custom
d. Elicit
Illicit
e. Compliment
Complement
5. Fill up the blanks with suitable words:

a. I left __ my writing
b. I can get then __ a dollar
c. I caught for __ her __ the play.
d. It was for __ my means,
6. Correct this sentence:
a. You seemed to be annoyed at me.
b. A accepted his excusw ad his- request
c. I made a visit to his school
d. I am willing to serve in the committee.
e. Let us aim to do good.
7. Translate this in English:
a. ইচ্ছা থাকলে উপায় হয়।
b. গুজলে কান দেয়া উচিত না।
c. তু চি ছাত্র রাজনীচত কর না, কর চক?
d. দে দছলেচত ভীষণ প্রহার কলরচছে।
e. চেলেট চকলের জনয চেখ্যাত?
8. Write down the meaning and make sentences:
a. Part and Parcel
b. Be good to
c. A good many
d. At a stretch
e. At stake
9. Differenciate between the similar sounded words
a. Calender
Calendae
b. City
site
c. Dear
Deer
d. Due
Dew
e. Diary
Dairy
10. Matching (A side with B side)
A
B
a. Small piece of bread
compliment
b. Small amount of food
Sluggish
c. Expression of praise or
Crunb
admiration
d. To remove all traces
Morsel
e. Slow to respond
Eradicate

11. Write a paragraph “traffic jam” within one and haif page.
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English
Sample Question 3
1. Make sentences with the following idiom and phrases:
a. All moon shine
b. Against rainy day
c. At dead of night
d. Broad day light
e. Bad egg
2. Translate the folloeing passage:

দে দেশলক ভালোোলে দে একজন দেশলপ্রচিক। দেশলপ্রচিক চনলজলের জীেলনর দিলয়
দেশলক দেচশ ভালোোলেন। দেলশর িঙ্গলের জনয তারা চনলজলের জীেনলক উৎের্ গ
করলত প্রস্তুত। প্রলতযলক তালেরলক েম্মান কলর। িৃতুযর পলরও তারা দেেঁলি থালকন।
3. Correct the following sentences:
a. Your letter of 10th is to hard
b. Everybodyis at their desks
c. There is no room in my class
d. The weather og rajshahi doesn’t suit me
e. Read this poetry again
4. Diference between the words by making sentence
a. Principal
principle
b. Sore
Soar
c. Gaol
Goal
d. Sculpture
Sculptore
e. Right
Rite
5. Fill in the blanks with suitable preposition:
a. His dead companion were lying __ him.
b. We cannot put our hand __ them.
c. I was speaking __ you.
d. Please meet karim __ noon __ Monday
e. She is equal __ rank __ me

6. Use the right forms of verbs:
a. He said that he (go) home the next day.
b. The book was (steal).
c. Fifty miles (be) a long distance.
d. You would be better off (leave) now.
e. A pair of pants (be) IN the drawer.
7. Change the speeches:
a. He said to me, “don’t do this”
b. He said, “long leave our president”.
c. He said, “Do you know my friend”
d. Anis said, “I will do my homework”.
e. Nafisa said, “I must write a letter”.
8. Voice change:
a. He will help me.
b. We shall be taking tea
c. Let the girl sing a song
d. What do you want?
e. The ship was burnt.
9. Rewrite
a. English is (to speak) in many parts of Bangladesh.
b. He is the (bad) boy in the class.
c. The school (to ramain) closed from tomorrow.
d. I heard him (to say) so
e. The patient (to die) after the doctor had come
10. Find the synonym:
a. Awful
1. Cheap
2. Dreadful
3. Horrible
b. Benefit
1. Injury
2. Drawback
3. Favor.
c. Brief
1. Profuse
2. Short
3. Eloquent
d. Calamity
1. Comfort
2. Happiness
3. Distress
e. Deformed

1. Crippled
2. Beautiful
3. Handsome
11. Write the authors name:
a. The Gold Earth
b. Ben Hur
c. Deyal
d. Anna Karenina
e. The France Revolution
12. Write a paragraph on
“The rainy season of bangladesh” or “Computer in our daily life”
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1. Translate into English
a. পালপর ধন প্রায়শ্চিত োয়
b. কাপড়টটর রঙ পাকা।
c. ভুে করা িানুলষর স্বভাে।
d. আচি এত েুেেগ দে নড়লত পারচছ না
e. দে শুধু একজন ভাে ছাত্র নয়, একজন ভাে দখ্লোয়াড়।
2. Write down the meaning and make sentences:
a. Under trail
b. Up and down
c. Yellow dog
d. At finger’s end
e. At home
3. Correct this sentence:
a. This is the wisest plan of the two
b. It is I who is to blame.
c. He was hung for murder
d. He told the story in details
e. I insist you to do this
4. Differenciate between the similar sounded words
a. Die
Dye
b. Fair
Fare

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

c. Human
Humane
d. Stationary
Stationery
e. Urban
Urbane
Fill in the blanks:
a. Always be prepared__ the work
b. A policeman rescued the child __ the danger
c. Death is preferable __ my cousin.
d. He is married __ my cousin.
e. I am not faniliar __ coconut tree.
Use the right form of verbs:
a. The boy (pkay) football.
b. The sun (rise) in the East
c. He (come) home yesterday
d. He (sing) a song
e. He has (do) the work
Correct the words:
a. Devalopment
b. Tution
c. Doctore
d. Yestarday
e. Mediciv
Chang the voice
a. His pen has been stolen.
b. The house is building
c. Dothe work
d. Never tell a lie
e. He killed a bird
Commom errors
a. This is not time to play?
b. I take many fruits
c. Chairs made of woods are costly
d. O do not know to write
e. Open page 30.
Change the narration
a. He said, “I write a letter”
b. He said, “I am writing a letter”
c. He said, “I have written a letter”
d. He said, “I have been writing a letter”
e. He said, “I wrote a letter”

11. Write one antonym:
a. A. hinderb. Abandonc. Selfishd. Beneficiale. Hypocrisy12. Write a paragraph with in a page about “olympic games”.
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Sample Question 5
1. Write down a paragraph about:
a. Your Daily life
b. Duty as a citizen
2. Translate into english

োাংোলেশ একটট ক্ষুদ্র দেশ। চকন্তু ইহার দোকোংখ্যা ক্ষুদ্র নয়। এ দেলশ প্রায় ১৪ দকাটট
দোক োে কলর। তালের অচধকাাংশই েচরদ্র। তারা চেন আলন চেন খ্ায়। আিালের উচিৎ
তালের ভার্য উন্নয়লনর দিষ্টা করলে অোধয োধন করা োয়।
3. Use the right form of verbs:
a. The man (fill) with fear.
b. If someone had not mentioned her nam, I hardly think I (recoggnize)
c. He was securely impelled to speak of things he (speak) of before.
d. Sixty cents of it (be) pennies.
e. They know only what (suppose) to be good.
4. Idiom and Phrase
a. All round
b. As though
c. In the best
d. Begger description
e. Make up ones mind
5. Appropriate preposition
a. The ball hit him __ the head
b. He had strong, mad, look __ his eyes.
c. They are wonderfull __ at digestion.
d. It is rude __ the book
e. The authors loft the cabin key __ miss clark.
6. Speech:

Sawan said to sejar, “Why are you late for school for everyday” I can’t get up early in the
morning. So I do not have enough time to be ready for school” he replied “how leggy you have
grown.” Said she, “If you don’t change your habit, you will be cause of sorrow to your parents.
7. Voice change:
a. His stupidity annoyed me.
b. He likes white glovea.
c. Panic seized me
d. I was tattered.
e. My pocket has been picked.
8. Corrections
a. She knows to sing
b. Everybody is at their desk
c. He dears not attack me.
d. He prevented him to go
e. He is in temper.
9. Change the verbs into noun:
a. Abolish
b. Add
c. Lone
d. Reduce
e. Leak
10.
Antonym
Sunonym
a. Obscure

-

b. Teansparent

-

c. Legal

-

d. Angry

-

e. Noisy

-

f.

Chilly

-

g. Harsh

-

h. Profit

-

i.

Careful

-

j.

Hate

-

11. Choose the word which is opposite.
a. Authentiv
1. Adept
2. Bogus
3. Brief
4. Open

b. Proper
1. Enact
2. Swift
3. Unsuitable
4. Wide
c. Greedy
1. Kind
2. Creative
3. Risky
4. Selfish.
d. Coward
1. Merciless
2. Relevant
3. Dull
4. Brave
e. Lazy
1. Punctual
2. Gloomy
3. Greedy
4. weak
12. Write the authors name:
a. Man and Super man.
b. Time Machine.
c. The Cloud.
d. Politics.
e. Dolls House.

